CONFERENCE CATCH-UP:

ENGAGE EMPLOYEE:
DIGITAL WORKPLACE

TOTALLY ONLINE (OF COURSE!),
THE TWO-DAY DIGITAL WORKPLACE
CONFERENCE WAS ALL ABOUT USING
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS TO BOOST
PRODUCTIVITY AND ENGAGEMENT
IN YOUR WORKFORCE.
Communication, collaboration and colleague
interaction were all hot topics – as well
as thinking about the return to physical
workspaces post-Covid.

COULDN’T MAKE IT? HERE ARE
THE 4 BIG THINGS WE TOOK AWAY…

ON THE EVOLUTION OF

THE WORKPLACE
We need to start thinking about organisations less like a
factory, and more like a forest, according to Paul Miller
from Digital Workplace Group.
Organisations are alive, with roots that influence how
things are done, even though they’re invisible to the naked
eye. Think about all the stories that circulate around your
workplace, shaping people’s beliefs and actions.

TOP TIP:

Change the language you use, shifting
away from the mechanistic (reboot,
restart etc) to the more organic (refresh,
regenerate, renew).

ON DIGITAL

POTENTIAL

Disneyland Paris’ Bruno Fournet described how they use
digital solutions to provide employees with fantastic levels
of training. Not just simple quizzes and tests, but adaptive
learning and virtual reality, all maintained by a complete
learning management system.
It’s empowering stuff, which is probably why employee
retention is high.

TOP TIP:

Think about new technologies
as key enablers for your future.

ON SELF-SERVICE

AND SCALE

An incredible 15% of BT’s employees start
out as apprentices, says Ann Potterson,
Head of Apprenticeships. Wellbeing is an
important part of the programme, but when
Covid hit, delivery had to change to digital
overnight.
It was a huge challenge, not least because
they had always assumed that face-to-face
contact was crucial. But that acceleration
demonstrated just how successful a
self-service digital offer can be: it gives
apprentices instant access to what they
want, when they want it.

TOP TIP:

When designing digital training, focus
on future skills and needs as well as
what’s important right now.

ON THE POWER OF

TRANSPARENCY

Naomi Sayers from Sainsbury’s explained how the
supermarket supported colleagues to feed the nation
during the pandemic. They worked in an agile way,
bringing cross-functional specialists together and
working in sprints with multiple weekly huddles for
feedback and progress.
Previously, this kind of communication had taken place
face-to-face. But when it was suddenly forced online,
there was an unexpected benefit: every comment
could be seen and heard, upping the transparency
– people knew nothing could be hidden. The result:
attendance at the sessions increased by 400%!

TOP TIP:

If you’re running an online gathering, commit
to publishing every question, even if you
can’t answer every single one. Nothing
supercharges trust and engagement quite like
genuine, open and honest communications.

NEED TO GET YOUR
EMPLOYEES EXCITED
ABOUT A DIGITAL
SOLUTION?
Then get in touch, we’d love to help.
hello@mccannsynergy.com

